
Delta, Virgin Atlantic, Jet Airways Expand Cooperation With India

Delta and Virgin Atlantic announced expanded cooperation with Jet Airways to provide
convenient codeshare connections for customers between key destinations across North
America and India via London Heathrow.

Read more

Long Wait is Over as SaudiGulf
Begins Operations

SaudiGulf Airlines has finally begun its

China Fully Opens Civilian
Airport Market to Private
Capital
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operations with flights from its base in
Damman to Riyadh.

Read more

Chinese civilian airport market is
accessible to private capital as the
national aviation authority issues a
sweeping rights-granting guideline.

Read more

EasyJet Pilots Reach Agreement
on Fatigue Proposal

UK low-cost carrier (LCC) easyJet has
reached an agreement with pilots in a
dispute over fatigue, averting industrial
action.

Read more

Air France is Planning a Lower-
Cost Long-Haul Airline

Air France is planning a lower-cost long-
haul airline which will operate 10 aircraft
by 2020 in a two-class layout.

Read more

Global AirRail Conference 2016

Global AirRail events are dedicated to the growing passenger intermodality segment

between air and rail...

The 6th China Aviation Industry Summit 2016

The forum intends to prompt the major special projects of China’s commercial aircrafts,

share insights for latest technology trend....

The Future of Air Transport 2016

Join us for Marketforce’s 24th annual Future of Air Transport. Expand your horizons

alongside 200 senior aviation professionals.

MANUFACTURERS
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Boeing Business Jets Unveils
BBJ MAX 7

Boeing Business Jets unveiled the BBJ
MAX 7, the newest addition to the BBJ
fleet. The BBJ MAX 7 has a range of up to
7,000 nautical miles, opening up key city
pairs between Asia, the Middle East and
the United States.

Read more

World’s First Certificated
Personal Jet is Confirmed

The world’s first fully certificated personal
jet is now reality. Cirrus Aircraft has
secured US type certification for its Vision
personal jet. Customer deliveries of the
$1.96 million aircraft are scheduled to
begin in December.

Read more

Dassault Aviation’s Falcon 5X is
Back on Track

Dassault Aviation’s Falcon 5X is back on
track following a two-year delay to the
programme announced earlier this year,
with company executives confident that
the wide-cabin jet will be ready for
service entry in 2020.

Read more

Russia and China Reveal Their
Alternative to Airbus and
Boeing

A mock-up of a wide-body passenger
aircraft jointly being developed by
Moscow and Beijing has been presented
at Airshow China. The new plane is
expected to challenge the Airbus-Boeing
duopoly.

Read more

MILITARY & DEFENCE
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China’s New J-20 Stealth
Fighter at Zhuhai Air Show

China presented the Avic J-20 fighter at
an air show for the first time on Nov. 1,
flying two prototypes at the Zhuhai
exhibition.

Read more

Lockheed Awarded $6.1 Billion
Deal for 57 F-35 Airframes

Lockheed Martin will deliver 57 F-35
airframes for $6.1 billion in the ninth lot
of low-rate initial production.

Read more

Rolls-Royce Wins US$700
Million Order from China
Southern

Rolls-Royce has won a US$700 million
order from China Southern Airlines for
Trent 700 engines to power ten Airbus
A330 aircraft. 

Read more

FACC Delivers the First Fan
Cowls for the Airbus A330neo

FACC AG has handed over the first fan
cowls for the new Airbus A330neo to the
customer Safran Nacelles.

Read more
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World’s Shortest Flight Honors
Millionth Passenger

Tired of miserable long-haul flights?
Probably it’s time for you to try the
world’s shortest passenger flight whose
time span can be less than one minute.

Read more

China Will Need Almost 6,000
New Aircraft in the Next 20
Years

Airbus forecasts that China will need
nearly 6,000 new passenger aircraft and
freighters from 2016 to 2035, with a total
market value of US$ 945 billion.

Read more

Virgin Atlantic Recruits Take to
the Skies

The first batch of recruits to take part in
Virgin Atlantic’s Future Flyers Programme
will take to the skies this January.

Read more

CAE Extends Pilot Training with
Norwegian and Air Europa

Montreal-based flight-simulator
manufacturer CAE has extended pilot
training agreements with Norwegian
Airlines and Air Europa.

Read more

Emirates is Losing Millions to
Drones Disrupting Operations

Emirates is losing “millions of dirhams” to
drones disrupting operations at Dubai
International Airport (DXB), a
spokesperson for the airline has said.

Drone Halts Traffic at Dubai
Airport, Third Incident in Five
Months

A drone forced Dubai international
airport, one of the world’s busiest, to halt
air traffic for an hour and a half Saturday

PILOT'S TRAINING

UAV/UAS
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Read more
evening, the third such incident in less
than five months.

Read more

UPLOAD

Aviation Voice
Aviation Voice - echoes with up-to-date
news gathered from the whole world of
aviation. No matter if you are a
professional or an enthusiast, the news
delivered are oriented towards everyone.
Consequently, steadily growing audience
proves that our team is on a right track.
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GET INVOLVED!

Do you have any exciting aviation news? Have you captured any great aviation related
pictures? Share it with us! Become a part of the aviation world!
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